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Principles of Logic 
PHILOSOPHY 150 

 

Instructor: Mark Satta 

Email: msatta@purdue.edu 

Office Location: Beering 7139 

Class Location: Beering 1268 

Class Time: MWF 4:30-5:20pm 

Term: Fall 2014 

Office Hours: MW 1-2 pm & by appointment Term Dates: Aug 25 – Dec 13 
 

Course Description: This is a course in modern deductive logic. Our two main tasks will be 

to figure out how to represent natural language arguments in symbolic notation, and to 

develop techniques for determining whether those arguments are “good” or “bad.” (Our 

first task will be to find a better way of talking about arguments than calling them “good” or 

“bad.”) We’ll start with arguments involving ‘and,’ ‘or,’ ‘not,’ if...then,’ and ‘if and only if,’ 

developing two different, but equivalent, methods for dealing with such arguments. Later 

in the semester, we’ll move on to arguments involving quantifiers – words such as ‘all’ and 

‘some’ – including those with multiple quantifiers, relations and identity. While we’ll have 

occasion to look at some of the interesting properties of the systems that we study, our 

primary concern will be learning to work with those systems.    
 

Course Objectives: 

Objectives include being able to translate English sentences and arguments into symbolic 

notation, being able to evaluate those formal sentences and arguments using the 

techniques developed during the semester, and being able to recognize the logically 

important features of the systems developed. 
 

Required Text: 

W. Gustason and D. Ulrich, Elementary Symbolic Logic,  Waveland Press, 2nd edition, 1989, 

ISBN 978-0-88133-412-8 
 

Grading: 

Ten (10) Homework Assignments              20 points each (10x20 = 200 points total) 

Three (3) In-Class Quizzes               40 points each (3x40 = 120 points total) 

Three (3) In-Class Exams               100 points each (3x100 = 300 points total) 
 

Grading Scale: 

615-620: A+  535-554: B+  475-494: C+  405-434: D+ 

575-614: A  515-534: B  455-474: C  375-404: D 

555-574: A-  495-514: B-  435-454: C-  0-374: F 
 

Disability Accommodation: If you have a documented disability that necessitates 

academic adjustments, you should register your needs with the Office of the Dean of 

Students and meet with me to discuss any necessary adjustments by Sept 5. 
 

Religious Observances: According to University policy, students requesting special 

consideration in scheduling for religious observances are expected to make their needs 

known to the instructor in advance and must be flexible in finding alternative times in 

which to fulfill their course obligations.  Please inform me at least two weeks in advance of 

such needs (the obvious exception being observances within the first two weeks of class). 
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Campus Emergency Policy: In the unexpected occurrence of a major campus emergency, 

course requirements, deadlines and grading percentages are subject to change.  
 

Cheating: Cheating of any form is unacceptable and can result in failure of an exam, the 

course as a whole, and/or being reported to the Dean’s Office.  
 

Homework: While homework problems will be assigned for most class meetings, only 

those assigned for the Fridays noted on the schedule below need to be turned in, and only 

those assignments will be graded. There will be a total of ten of these graded homeworks 

during the semester. Homeworks are due at the beginning of class. They will not be scored 

based on number of correct answers. Rather, full credit (20 points) will be given for 

homeworks in which you’ve shown a serious attempt to answer all questions. Partial credit 

(usually 10 points) will be given for homeworks in which you show serious effort at 

answering at least a good portion of the questions. No credit will be given for homeworks 

that are not turned in or that show no serious attempt to answer the questions. Solutions to 

all homework questions will be posted on Blackboard after the assignment due date. 
 

Quizzes & Exams: Quizzes and exams will require that you work problems or answer 

questions of the sort discussed in the readings and in class and assigned as homework 

exercises.  The quizzes and exams are open-book, but you may not consult any additional 

notes or sources while taking them.  Quizzes will be 20 minutes. Exams will be 50 minutes. 
 

Make-Up Assignments: In the absence of justifiable prior arrangements or cases of 

serious, unexpected and documented medical emergencies or bereavement, homeworks 

not submitted on time and quizzes or exams not taken as scheduled will receive no credit.  

To gain approval to make up an assignment late in circumstances that are not emergencies, 

you must be granted permission before the date of the schedule assignment. The way to do 

this is to make a request to me well in advance of an assignment. There is no guarantee that 

such requests will be granted—although requests made well in advance are more likely to 

be approved, so it is to your advantage to ask for permission as far in advance as possible. 
 

Assignment Schedule: The schedule of homework assignment due dates, quizzes and 

exams is as follows. Announcements of reading assignments and which exercises to work 

for each meeting will be made in class. Any modifications to this schedule will be 

announced both in class and on Blackboard well in advance of the assignment date. 

 
8/29: first homework 

9/5: first quiz 

9/12: second homework 

9/19:   third homework 

9/26:   first exam 

10/3: fourth homework 

10/10: fifth homework 

10/17:   second quiz 

10/24:   sixth homework 

10/31: seventh homework 

11/7: second exam 

11/14: eighth homework 

11/21:   third quiz 

12/5: ninth homework 

12/12: tenth homework 

Finals week: third exam  

 


